
Me. James T. Tagus 
	

11/3/77 14324 Shoredals 
Dallas Toles 75234 

Dear Jim and ell, 

Awe filing the affidavits there has been silence from the government and the judge and I've remained to buoy au other records and record-sleeking to do anything else. 
Pmeriting this before I forget in a few momenta before lunch. 
I would rathee that until this case in court is finally over that none of what I'll say and send be used or even comeunioated to others. After it ii is finally aver I do not care. 

Believe it or not, that piece '4im ierr did about you in the rational Enquirer about 8 years ago is in the FBI's llag Meme' 
It in crazy but it is true! 
jams upper-level FBI bureaucrat wanted to know who the hell jim Toon is. 
As I went over those record/4 which required making some copies, I indicated to my wife, who dues the copying, to make one of each referring to you for you. When I go over the copies ahe made and file the others I'll enclose then and mail them with this. 
According to the report to the judge by the government yesterday the FBI has not given me more than 44,000 pages of their fling rewords. 
The eelitioe of the Washington Poet that gets here did not carry any story yesterday on the misrule of the Ji records. Today's oleo did not. If you saved any of the stories that appeared down there e'd appreciate copies. There may well be Dallas coverage that is not of interest elsewhere. In turn such stories raw have importance for me. Rieht new I oantt lay my hands on 18,000. So I dent expect copies in the nsar future. 
I've hccrd of the ''tureis arrest but the Poet, knowing turgis and the Lorenz women are both ir:r-y big liars, carried aleoet nothing. As news I agree with the Post's judge-ment on tiis. at I'd appreciate, for file only, whatever appearn elsewhere, for people of the future. The story this woman gave the douse committee is irrational. So are they for talking to ler about it. Sturgis.,  crazy enough to have threatened her, though. 
Hope yn,  are all well, hapey and proeperin. in various ways. 

4eat wlohoa, 

as 


